1. Introduction. After investigating the invariants of the rational plane quartic curve Ré with compound singularities f it is of interest to see what effect such singularities have on covariants of the curve. This paper observes the effect of the tacnode and the ramphoid cusp upon associated curves and sets of covariant parameters.
Covariant Forms of the Curve with a Tacnode.
To examine these forms we let / = ± a be the tacnodal parameters and h and h the contacts of the distinct double line of the curve with an acnode. This may be done if 0 and <*> are the contacts of the two tangents to the curve from the tacnode. $ These tangents and the line through their contacts give the very neat representation 
where g 2 is the envelope of lines which cut the curve in selfapolar sets of points and K is the locus of the vertices [Jan.-Feb., of the flex-triangles of the first osculants of i£ 2 4 , is not affected by the singularity. It has one member which passes through the tacnode and that is the conic on the contacts of the double lines. This conic has the tacnodal line
as its tangent at the tacnode which is to be expected as several double line contacts coincide at a tacnode.* The tacnode does not affect the covariant line on the points £»«t nor the line which is the locus of a point such that tangents from it to Ré are apolar to the flexes, f Next we examine the combinants of two line sections (£x) and (rjx) of the curve (1).$ These combinants also seem to be independent of the tacnode except C which has Xo -a 2 xi as a squared factor. This was expected as C gives the double lines of R 2 4 . The fundamental involution § determined by two binary quartics does not give any special information as none of the forms which make up the complete system|| of these two quartics vanish identically.
3. Covariant Forms of the Curve with a Ramphoid Cusp. This singularity is a special form of the tacnode but it affects the covariants very strikingly. Suppose / = 0 at the cusp and /= oo at a distinct real flex. There is always such a flex as three flexes coincide at the cusp.H Then the cuspidal line, the flex line and the join of cusp and flex give { XQ = at*, and K the equation
Obviously g 2 is on the cusp (0, 0, 1) and has the line x 0 = 0 as its tangent at that point. Also K is degenerate with x 0 = 0 as one of its lines. So g 2 and K have contact at the cusp and the pencil is composed of conies having contact with R 2 4 at the cusp, all of the conies cutting out at least four coincident points of the quartic at that point. So the octavics cut out by the pencil of conies have four-fold roots. Then if X = 12 we have another degenerate member of the pencil. This is the Stahl conic iVf which is the envelope of the flex lines of the cubic osculants of R 2 A . Also since the conic on the flexes and that on the contacts of the double lines are members of this pencil, we have means of proving the following known theorem.J THEOREM 1. Three flexes and one of the points qi coincide at a ramphoid cusp and two double lines coincide there. which has several covariant forms that vanish identically due to the four-fold root.* When X = 48, we have the conic on the contacts of the double lines and the octavic it cuts out has a five-fold root, and so a C2,iot vanishes also.
The line on the points g t -is (9) S(bde + 3cd 2 )x 0 -ae 2 x x = 0, and the locus of a point such that tangents from it to the curve are apolar to the flexes is the line
So these lines cut out a pencil of covariant quartics
with at least a double root, and again we have covariant forms which vanish. One member is the square of a quadratic and so it has a C 3 ,6Î which vanishes. This quartic is cut out by the distinct double line on the cusp. The cuspidal line gives a member of the pencil with a four-fold root and so several covariant forms vanish 4 The bicombinant conic on the nodes and the points g< also has contact with 2? 2 4 at the cusp and so cuts out another octavic with a four-fold root.
The Salmon combinant C § of U and V gives the double lines of R 2 A with the equation (12) But 1% is the conic K and 1% is the conic N so these meet at the cusp. Also h is JR2 4 itself and h gives the flex lines. So a cusp can only be at an intersection of K and N with R^ where a flex line cuts the curve.
The significant thing we note concerning these covariant forms is that they cut out covariant sets of parameter values which are given by binary forms with multiple roots. This multiplicity is such as to be characteristic of the curve with a ramphoid cusp.
Consideration of the group of covariant forms which constitute the complete system of the two binary quartics giving the fundamental involution of the curve shows that one * Morley invariants of two binary quartics. This investigation gives one other theorem that is not known. We noted that the conic K is degenerate when the curve has a ramphoid cusp. Previously* it was pointed out that this was also true when the curve had one or more undulations. So it seems that K is degenerate if there is a line of Ré which cuts out four points of the curve with the same parameter value. Besides the undulations and the ramphoid cusp, the only type of curve where this is true is the limiting form of the oscnode when one loop is drawn up so as to become a point: Any line on this point cuts out three points and the oscnodal line cuts out four. The conic K for this form is the square of the oscnodal line. So we do have the following thorem. undulations, this Bulletin, vol. 34 (1928), pp. 639-645. 
